Forgetting is an ambivalent concept of (human) intelligence. By definition, it is negatively related to knowledge in that knowledge is lost, be it deliberately or not, and therefore, forgetting has not received as much attention in the field of knowledge representation and reasoning (KRR) as other processes with a more positive orientation, like query answering, inference, or update. However, from a cognitive view, forgetting also has an ordering function in the human mind, suppressing information that is deemed irrelevant and improving cognitive capabilities to focus and deal only with relevant aspects of the problem under consideration. In this regard, forgetting is a crucial part of reasoning. This paper collects and surveys approaches to forgetting in the field of knowledge representation and reasoning, highlighting their roles in diverse tasks of knowledge processing, and elaborating on common techniques. We recall forgetting operations for propositional and predicate logic, as well as for answer set programming (as an important representative of nonmonotonic logics) and modal logics. We discuss forgetting in the context of (ir)relevance and (in)dependence, and explicit the role of forgetting for specific tasks of knowledge representation, showing its positive impact on solving KRR problems.
Introduction
Forgetting is an important aspect of the human mind, which manifests itself in different forms and may serve different purposes. In a layman's view, forgetting can be seen as the process of omitting from one's memory information or knowledge in such a way that it is no longer present or reproducible. With an ever growing stream of information, bounded memory and short response time suggest that not all information can be kept and treated in the same way. From a cognitive perspective, forgetting is a gradual process in which information that is less used is moved to the background, from which it may eventually disappear; unless this happened, it may be recovered through remembering to the foreground [26] . This basic mechanism helps us to deal with information overload and to put a focus of attention; notably, this is similarly reflected in common computer architectures. Naturally, forgetting is thus an important aspect for systems of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that aim to model human reasoning capabilities, and in particular for the area of knowledge representation and reasoning (KRR) which aims at formalisms allowing one to process information and knowledge represented in symbolic form. Such formalisms go beyond plain data storages and cater for the possibility to connect pieces of information and make implicit information explicit through semantics evaluation. According reasoning services are of crucial importance in the emerging information society, which has become possible by the advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web. The need for forgetting in this context has already been widely acknowledged. Most notably, according to the EU Court of Justice, each person has the right to be forgotten 1 (see also the General Data
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Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2016/679 2 of the European Union (EU), which became recently enforceable as a binding regulation on data protection and privacy for all individuals within the EU and the European Economic Area). In particular, information about a person may be removed from certain webpages on the Internet. Such forgetting is intentional. While humans often forget unintentionally (but they may get aware about having forgotten something), intentional forgetting is also a crucial, but often neglected part of human reasoning. For instance, when focussing on a specific problem, humans blind out (i.e., forget) irrelevant aspects, or when trying to find a solution under restricted conditions, they have to intentionally forget ways of solving the problem in richer environments. These examples make clear that intentional forgetting in humans is a complex cognitive process that involves many aspects of knowledge and reasoning.
In this paper, we consider such operations for intentional forgetting in AI, and more specifically, from a KRR perspective. The latter focuses on logic-based methods and techniques, describing them at the surface without delving into the details of how forgetting operations work (in humans). Forgetting has been studied for many formalisms with similar motivations: reasoning should focus on essential aspects, and forgetting should help to simplify matters in the spirit of Ockham's Razor, which loosely speaking says "keep things simple whenever possible" 3 For instance, a model of a domain, an equational system describing interdependent variables, or explanations for observations should be as simple as possible to not introduce irrelevant details. From a richer information stance, omitting such details can be viewed as forgetting; thus, the latter is deeply connected to other central notions of knowledge representation like irrelevance and equivalence, and plays a crucial role for many reasoning tasks like, e.g., belief change. Notably, forgetting has to be distinguished from abstraction, which is an another important capability of humans to simplify matters: in abstraction, the language for describing information is changed, e.g., when red wines and white wines are merged to wines, while in forgetting the language remains the same or is restricted, e.g. when one forgets about white wines.
We shall consider knowledge bases KB that consist of formulas in one of various logics, without going into the technical details and full formal definitions; we deliberately remain superficially at the surface to convey the main ideas and emerging properties. The focus will be on classical propositional and first-order predicate logic, but we shall also touch nonmonotonic logic (viz. answer set programs) and modal logic.
As said above, forgetting aims at removing information from a knowledge base. For that, two major types of removal can be distinguished:
forget(KB,
� ) formalizes the operation where a part ′ ⊆ of the signature (i.e., the vocabulary) of the knowledge base KB , or in further refinement some formulas over ′ are suppressed; 2. forget(KB, ) formalizes the operation of logically eliminating a formula from a knowledge base KB.
For example, removal of information about white wine from a knowledge base about food and drinks would be of type 1, while the removal that white wine goes well with fish of type 2.
The forgetting operations, as described above, happen at the syntactic level; they have, however, often a semantic counterpart in terms of the models that the knowledge base should have after forgetting, This view gives rise to semantic characterizations (or alternative definitions) of forgetting. While the two types of forgetting are interrelated, it is important to be aware of the difference, and they should be not confused.
Most of the literature in KRR about forgetting is on type 1 forgetting. A very good overview on the history of forgetting in AI is given by van Ditmarsch et al. [24] , starting with Boole's variable marginalisation [10] . More recent works on forgetting in AI are by Lin and Reiter [65] , who considered forgetting of ground atoms and relations in a first-order setting; by Lang et al. [60] , who contributed an in-depth study on the computational costs of transforming theories by variable forgetting (via the link to independence); by Baral and Zhang [7] , who modeled forgetting as ignorance and considered more explicit operators for knowledge and belief; by Wang et al. [84] , who presented a forgetting operation for nonmonotonic logic programs; by Ghilardi et al. [36] and Wang et al. [87] , who were picking up forgetting in description logics; by Erdem and Ferraris [30] who studied operations for forgetting of resp. abstracting from actions in planning; and by many others. Type 2 forgetting is quite different from the works mentioned above; it amounts to the operation of contraction in belief change theories like the famous AGM theory Alchourrón et al. [3] . Here the signature of the knowledge base is not reduced, and roughly speaking the contraction version of forget(KB, p) makes the atom p non-derivable, by adjusting the models of KB and adding further ones in which p is false, if needed; on the other hand, type 1 forgetting of p from the signature will not introduce any new models, but merely makes the existing ones indifferent on p.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In the next section, we recall some basic notions of knowledge representation and reasoning as needed in the sequel. We then recall approaches to forgetting in different logic-based formalisms, starting with propositional logic (Sect. 3) and followed by predicate logic (Sect. 4), nonmononotonic logic (specifically, answer set programming, Sect. 5), and modal logics (Sect. 6). Afterwards we briefly discuss in Sect. 7 notions that are closely related to forgetting, and then consider in Sect. 8 some applications of forgetting and its relevance for problems in knowledge representation and reasoning. We conclude in Sect. 9 with a summary and discussion of a recent unifying framework by Delgrande [21, 22] for forgetting at the knowledge level, which nicely captures the essence of forgetting: this operation should not lose information about a domain per se, but rather lose the ability to express, or represent, information about the domain.
Elements of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning
The field of knowledge representation and reasoning deals with formal representation languages for knowledge and information, including beliefs, that have a clear formal (logical) semantics. The idea is that explicit beliefs are specified in a knowledge base from which implicit beliefs can derived (more or less) in a mechanical way that is amenable to automation. It is linked to the physical symbol system hypothesis by Newell and Simon [75] , which says that a physical symbol system [e.g., a computer] has the necessary and sufficient means for intelligent action, and to the knowledge principle of Lenat and Feigenbaum [62] , which states that if a program is to perform a complex task well, it must know a great deal about the world in which it operates. The idea of reasoning in a mechanical way goes back at least to Leibniz, who developed the grand vision of the "calculus ratiocinator" as a general framework for solving a variety of problems such as philosophical disputes by reducing them to calculations; interestingly, Leibniz stressed already the prominent use of symbols in human reasoning (cf. the discussion in Peckhaus [80] ). Based on the developments of formal logic that was laid out to provide solid foundation to mathematics, J. McCarthy suggested predicate logic as a tool for expressing and processing information in programs [72] , and discussed how to apply this in the context of planning [73] .
In a classical-logical environment, knowledge bases are sets KB of formulas constructed with a signature . Consequences of a KB are determined by a relation KB ⊢ for formulas derivable from KB , in a calculus; the set of all consequences of KB is denoted by Cn(KB) . On the semantic side, models of KB are interpretations M of in terms of suitable mathematical structures that satisfy KB (denoted M ⊧ KB ); the set of all models of KB is denoted by Mod(KB) . Desirably (and as is the case for standard calculi of predicate logic), KB ⊢ coincides with KB ⊧ , i.e., derivability of from KB amounts to being true in all models M of KB. However, reasoning with predicate logic encounters many challenges: First, KB ⊧ is undecidable in general. Therefore, for effective inference algorithms, fragments of predicate logic have to be found, which for instance has led to the development of description logics [6] . Second, for real-world applications, the capability of dealing with incomplete, inconsistent, and uncertain information is indispensable. Humans are amazingly capable of dealing with imperfect information, as the following example shows.
Example 2
The fact that humans are mortal is common knowledge; moreover most people are convinced that humans (usually) cannot fly. Nevertheless, San Giuseppe da Copertino was eyewitnessed to fly many times (cf. Fig. 1 ); approved as a miracle, he was beatified by Pope Benedict XIV in 1753. People believed in this without giving up the (imperfect) belief that humans cannot fly, or that they are mortal.
The previous example shows a typical case of commonsense reasoning, as done by humans. It appeared that for a mathematical formalization, classical logic is inadequate due to its inherent monotonicity: if a knowledge base KB entails , then KB ′ ⊧ for every KB ′ that extends KB . However, incomplete information, as in the previous example may require non-monotonic inference: if we know that Giuseppe da Copertino is human and that humans (normally) do not fly, then we conclude that he can not fly by default; however, when we learn that he indeed can fly, then we revert the conclusion. Technically, after augmenting KB with the fact flies(giuseppe_da_copertino) to KB ′ , we no longer can derive ¬flies(giuseppe_da_copertino).
The field of nonmonotonic reasoning (NMR) has addressed this issue and many respective formalisms have been proposed (cf. [15] ). Besides formalisms that extend classial logic by viewing incompleteness in qualitative terms, also quantitative frameworks that allow for nonmonotonic reasoning in a more fine-grained way have been provided by, e.g., probability theory [79] , or fuzzy logic [48] . In this article, we focus on answer set programming (ASP) [14, 82] , which has become increasingly popular due to availability of a language rich in constructs for declarative knowledge representation and the availability of efficient solvers for evaluation.
An ASP knowledge base (or program) consists of logical IF-THEN rules, in which incomplete information can be expressed via default negation (also known as negation as failure, due to historic reasons). For example, the program
represents knowledge about students and their sex and marital status. While the first two statements are self-explanatory, the third expresses a default rule: if a student is not known to be married, then s/he is concluded to be single. The semantics of an ASP program can be defined in terms of special models ("answer sets") of the rules cast to classical formulas, where ← is turned into logical (material) implication → and not into negation ¬ . The program above has two answer sets, viz. 
Another extension of classic logic that is important for knowledge representation are modal logics, which add modal operators such as □ , ◊ to express that is necessarily (always) true, respectively possibly (sometimes) true. The use of modal logic for expressing knowledge and belief has a long tradition, going back to the influential work of Hintikka [43] ; the book of Fagin et al. [31] is a popular source on the topic. In particular, the operator K is frequently used in order to express that intuitively is known to be true by the agent, where, e.g., = "my car is parked at Amnesia lane". The epistemic state of an agent might include besides ordinary formulas also formulas like K , ¬K , or K ¬K , where the latter expresses introspection: the agent knows that it does not know whether holds. For reasoning in modal logic, inference systems are extended with further axioms that give rise to families of modal logic.
For example, if is a representation of an agent's epistemic state, then KB entails justice : from the first implication and the fact inflagranti we conclude guilty , from which in turn we conclude Kguilty by necessitation; 4 then, by the second implication, we conclude justice. 
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Semantically, modal logics can be typically characterized in terms of Kripke models [56, 57] , which are possible world structures with classical interpretations at each world and transition relations between worlds.
While modal logics are monotonic, nonmonotonic variants have been considered in order to formalize commonsense reasoning; in particular, answer set semantics can be characterized in terms of nonmonotonic modal logic; we refer the interested reader to Marek and Truszczyński [71] , Cabalar et al. [17] .
Forgetting in Propositional Logic
We start our survey with forgetting in propositional logic, where this operation can be traced back to the early days of formal logics. In his seminal work, Boole [10] dealt with exclusion of middle terms (aka variable elimination) as an operation that aims at omitting variables from propositional formulas that are indefinite, or deemed to be irrelevant for a particular context.
Example 3
Assume we have a plain knowledge base about food and drinks, given by informally, either white wine or red wine should be served, and fish calls for white wine while beef calls for read wine. We now would like to forget about fish because, e.g., we don't care about fish.
A respective forgetting operation should yield a new (syntactic) knowledge base KB ′ that describes the result, in which the variable fish should no longer occur; clearly, we have to elaborate on the change of meaning for KB ′ compared to KB . The key idea is to consider the possible valuations of the variable fish and to conditionalize the knowledge base KB on them; this can be achieved by plugging in the possible truth values one by one and joining the results. Let us assume for simplicity that KB consists of a single formula (we may simply conjoin all formulas in KB). ) is with p replaced by ⊤ ='true' (resp., ⊥ = 'false').
Definition 1 (Propositional
Lin [64] observed that this notion of forgetting has been re-discovered several times, e.g. in the database context [88] ; it appeared in AI then in the landmark papers [60, 65] . Let us consider our example again.
Example 4 (Ex. 3, cont'd) We rewrite our knowledge base to KB = { } , where = (r ∨ w) ∧ (f → w) ∧ (b → r) , where we use the abbreviations r, w, f , b for red_wine, white_wine, fish , beef , respectively. Then, Here, "=" on the second and the following lines means logical equivalence, where the latter result by rewriting using laws of Boolean logic.
After forgetting, the semantics of a knowledge base has changed, too, but we expect the models of the posterior knowledge base to be similar to those of the prior knowledge base. More precisely, semantic changes should affect only the forgotten variable p. This gives rise to the following notion of similarity ∼ p defined between models M 1 and M 2 :
In propositional logic, models respectively interpretations M assign each variable one of the Boolean values true or false; as common, we view M as the set of variables that are assigned true in it. In our example above, e.g. M 1 = {r, w, f } is a model of KB , and for M 2 = {r, w} we have
The models of a knowledge base after forgetting are then as follows.
Proposition 1 (Semantic Characterization of Forgetting) For a knowledge base KB = { } on signature and a variable p ∈ , we have for � = ⧵ {p} that
(Here the subscript of Mod indicates the signature of concern.) That is, (i) purges all information on p in models of KB while (ii) projects p off. A disadvantage of this forgetting operation is that KB must be a single formula. We can easily extend this to a finite set of formulas KB = { 1 , … , n } , for which forget(KB, p) is (by taking = 1 ∧ ⋯ ∧ n as described) logically equivalent to { i 
(We omit proofs in this survey, but the interested reader is invited to check this result which does not require advanced skills.) Simplifications may be applied, e.g. if p does not occur in ∈ KB , we can just leave it untouched, i.e., we have
By resorting to a special form of knowledge bases, alternatives such as the following are viable. A knowledge base is in clausal form (or conjunctive normal form), if all its formulas are clauses, i.e., disjunctions = 1 ∨ ⋯ ∨ m of literals, which are variables p or their negations ¬p. 
Definition 2 (Propositional
forget � (KB, f ) ={r ∨ w, ¬b ∨ r} ∪ Res(CNF(KB), f ) ={r ∨ w, ¬b ∨ r}. forget(KB, p) = { | is a prime implicate of KB s.t. p does not occur in }. forget(forget(KB, f ), b) ={forget({(r ∨ w) ∧ (b → r)}, b)} ={[(r ∨ w) ∧ (⊤ → r)] ∨ [(r ∨ w) ∧ (⊥ → r)]} ={ r ∨ w }.
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Notably, if we change the order of food to = b, f then forget(forget(KB, b), f ) yields the same (logically equivalent) result.
That the order of variables does not matter in the previous example is not by accident; it is one of the important properties of iterated forgetting. The seminal paper of Lin and Reiter [65] contains, in explicit form or as easy consequences, this and the following properties of forgetting. 
Proposition 4 (Properties of
Thus, by (i) forgetting a set V of variables boils down to iterative forgetting, and from the semantic view, we can simply write forget(KB, V) . By (ii) all models of KB are preserved but new ones may be added, and by (iii) the consequences not mentioning any forgotten variable do not change. However, forget(KB, ) may grow exponentially, even if we use a variant of forget(KB, p) that simplifies respectively rewrites the result in polynomial time: after forgetting all variables p 1 , … , p n from KB , the knowledge base is variable-free and thus either a tautology (if KB is satisfiable) or a contradiction (if KB is unsatisfiable); thus some intermediate forget(KB, p 1 , … , p i ) must be exponential in the size of KB , unless NP = P.
Variable forgetting aims at eliminating any occurrence of a variable. A more fine-grained extension considered by Lang et al. [60] is to forget literals, where an atom p and its negation ¬p are distinguished. Let for any formula , literal l and b ∈ {0, 1} the expression l←b stand for p←b (resp.
This definition is sound, as is does semantically not matter which literal l from L is chosen, i.e., as above we have order independence. Furthermore, one could equivalently replace in forgetLit(KB, l) the disjunct ¬l ∧ by ¬l ∧ | l←0 . Let us consider how literal forgetting works on our food and drink knowledge base. Notably, the result is different from forget(KB, f ) ; it still mentions f, but in a negative occurrence. Semantically, forgetLit(KB, f ) has less models than forget(KB, f )).
This last observation is not by accident, and the models of forgetLit(KB, L) always form a subset of the models of forget(KB, L)
. Semantically, literal forgetting can be characterized in terms of model similarity as follows.
Proposition 5 (Semantic characterization of literal forgetting; [60]) For any knowledge base KB and set L of literals, the models of forgetLit(KB, L) are expressed by
That is, all models M 1 are collected such that by changing the truth values of some atoms p i (if needed) to satisfy all
and thus clearly of forget(KB, V)
where V are all variables occurring in L. Thus as said above, literal forgetting is stronger than variable forgetting. Further characterisations are possible; e.g. the one for variable forgetting in Proposition 3 extends to literal forgetting.
Among the properties of literal forgetting, the following ones are particularly noticable.
Proposition 6 (Properties of literal forgetting; [60] ) For any KB = { } and set L of literals, the following properties hold:
where
Item (i) ensures that all models of KB are preserved, and thus forgetLit(KB, L) is an over-approximation of KB ; item (ii) ensures that the latter increases if more literals are forgotten, and item (iii) that it decreases if KB is logically strengthened (e.g. by adding formulas). Next, by item (iv) forgetting a variable amounts to forgetting both its positive and negative literal form. Finally, (v) states that forgetting literals commutes with disjunction, which allows us to (iteratively) decompose formulas for forgetting. Item (iii), which is not explicit in Lang et al. [60] , is in fact an easy consequence of (v).
Example 10 (Ex. 9, cont'd) We reconsider the knowledge base KB from Example 4 and forget both f and ¬f , i.e., L = {f , ¬f } ; then Thus, the result of forgetLit(KB, {¬f , f }) is the same as of forget(KB, f ) in Example 4, in line with Proposition 6.
For more information on variable and literal forgetting, we refer to Lang et al. [60] .
The forgetting operations above fall into type 1 of the classification in the Introduction, which aims at suppressing certain formulas over part of the signature. The type 2 forgetting operations are concerned with eliminating formulas from a knowledge base, such that they are no longer among the consequences that can be derived from it. This is the very subject of the area of Belief Change, in which Alchourrón et al. [3] presented a theoretical framework for belief change in a landmark paper. AGM theory considers change operations on deductively closed theories like revision (adopting beliefs) and contraction (giving up beliefs) and their interrelationships, describing by sets of postulates what they deem to
be a rational belief change. For example, AGM contractions should be successful, i.e., the belief to be contracted cannot be derived after contraction, and the result of contraction should not depend upon the specific syntactic form of the belief to be given up. The basic form of AGM contraction deals with forgetting a singleton formula, more general forms aiming to forget a set of formulas have also been developed (for a good introduction to so-called multiple contraction, cf., e.g., [33] ). Likewise, belief contraction has also been considered for belief bases (which are not necessarily deductively closed) [41] , and thus are closer to the knowledge bases considered here, or for epistemic states [47, 53] . In order to illustrate the difference between contraction and forgetting, consider the knowledge base KB = {w ∨ r, f → w , b → r} . AGM contraction of f from KB would not change KB at all because f cannot be entailed from KB , whereas forgetting the variable f would result in KB � = {w ∨ r, b → r} . This can also be achieved by contraction via contracting KB with, e.g., f → w , by simply dropping the formula. However, while in this case, forgetting the variable f yields the same result, this is no longer so if KB would contain in addition ¬f → w : then KB would entail w and while forgetting f would leave KB semantically unchanged, contracting f → w from KB would have to make w non-entailed.
Therefore, it seems that the relationship between forgetting and contraction is complicated and needs further investigations. As in the context of KRR, forgetting typically refers to type 1 operations, we focus on this type in the following.
Forgetting in Predicate Logic
In this section, we turn to forgetting in the setting of firstorder predicate logic (FOL), where we shall first consider how to forget facts, relations and individuals in a general setting, and then look into description logics as a premier family of fragments of FOL for decidable reasoning.
Forgetting Facts
Lin and Reiter [65] considered forgetting in the context of FOL; more precisely, they considered forgetting facts p = P( ) , where = t 1 , … , t k is a tuple of terms, and relations (predicates) P from a (finite) knowledge base KB.
Example 11 [65] Suppose we have the plain knowledge base KB = {student(John) ∨ student(Joe) ∨teacher(John)} and we want to forget about the fact p = student(John) respectively the predicate P = student . In the following, we may shorten student to stud and teacher to teach.
The key idea is to view propositional forgetting as a special case: a propositional variable p amounts to a 0-ary predicate P (i.e., p = P( ) where is void), and one lifts variable elimination to first-order logic. However, a naive syntactic replacement of P( ) by its valuation to true resp. false is not guaranteed to achieve semantic indifference, as expressed by similarity relations between models; this is because may be accessed indirectly in the evaluation of atoms over P.
For example, forgetting P(a) from = ∀x.P(x) should yield models in which P(x) is true for all elements x different from a, for which the value of P should remain open; however, as P(a) does not occur in , a replacement as in Definition 1 would leave semantically unchanged.
For this reason, we replace in every atom of the form P( � ) by the logically equivalent formula
, where � = stands for t
; denote then by [p] the formula obtained in this way. Armed with this notation, we can then define forgetting of a fact as follows. [65] ) For every FOL knowledge base KB = { } and variable-free fact p = P( ) , we let
Definition 4 (Fact Forgetting;
Let us consider some examples from [65] . E x a m p l e 1 2 R e c a l l KB = { } w i t h = stud(John) ∨ stud(Joe) ∨ teach(John) from Example 11, and consider p = stud(John) . From Definition 4, we obtain
Similarly, for KB = { } and = ∃x.student(x) , forgetting student(John) yields Finally, forgetting student(John) from KB = { } where = ∀x.student(x) is exactly the scenario discussed before Definition 4; wo obtain which expresses the intuitive result mentioned in the discussion.
Like in the propositional case, we can forget a sequence = p 1 , … , p k of facts by iteration, where again the order does not matter. For a semantic characterization of forgetting multiple facts, we have to lift the similarity notion M 1 ∼ p M 2 between propositional models to first-order models M 1 , M 2 (this is straightforward) and by extending it from a single fact p to a sequence as follows:
We then note the following properties of forgetting facts, where for any sentence and sequence = p 1 , … , p k of variable-free facts, ↓ denotes the formula obtained by replacing iteratively in for
Proposition 7 (Semantic Properties [65] ) For any FOL knowledge base KB = { } and sequence = p 1 , … , p k of facts, the following properties hold:
for the valuation of the p i in .
o r e v e r y s e n t e n c e
,
Thus, forgetting is by (i) an over-approximation (as all models are preserved but new ones possibly added), by (ii) order-independent such that for any set F of variable-free facts, we can simple write forget(KB, F) , and by (iii) reflects semantic similarity. Furthermore, item (iv) expresses a form of irrelevance: after forgetting facts, an adjusted sentence is entailed iff it is entailed by the original knowledge base; thus, the forgotten facts are not relevant for the entailment. For more on the use of forgetting for query answering, we refer to Lin and Reiter [65] .
Forgetting Relations/Predicates
Forgetting a relation P, like student, from an FOL formula is more intricate. Here, we start with the semantic aspects of forgetting and first lift the semantic notion of model agreement, by defining that With this, we are able to define the semantic effects of relation forgetting:
Definition 5 (Semantic Relation Forgetting; [65] ) Given an FOL KB and a relation symbol P,
The following proposition shows how this forgetting operation can be described on the syntactic level, where we move to second-order logic (SOL) in order to quantify over relation symbols: Proposition 8 (Syntactic Characterization; [65] ) Given an FOL KB = { } and a relation symbol R, we let forget(KB, P) = {∃R. (P∕R)} , i.e., replace P in by R where R is a fresh relation symbol of the same arity as P, and put an existential quantifier.
We illustrate relation forgetting by some examples.
Example 13 (Ex. 12,cont'd) We want to forget P = student from the knowledge base KB = {student(John) ∨ student(Joe) ∨teacher(John)} , and obtain by Proposition 8
for the valuation of P.
Mod(forget(KB, P))
as some model exists in which R(John) is true; thus we are left semantically with a tabula rasa. For the slightly modified knowledge base forgetting student results in
Relation forgetting extends to sequences = P 1 , P 2 , … , P k of relation symbols in a straightforward way, and has similar properties as forgetting sequences of facts.
That the formula of forget(KB, P) is no longer an FOL sentence, but from SOL has its challenges for the usage (in particular, for reasoning, which in SOL is highly undecidable in general). Hence a natural question is whether an equivalent FOL formula exists; this is known as the 'existence' problems of forgetting. In case of an affirmative answer, the question is how to compute such an FOL formula for forget(KB, P) . While the existence problem is unsurprisingly not decidable in general, even in decidable cases and when an FOL formula can be constructed, possibly under restricted syntax, the computation may be resource intense; e.g., scenarios for well-known description logics that require double exponential time for deciding existence and even more time and space for computation are known (cf. Sect. 4.4).
For a more extensive discussion of forgetting relations from an FOL knowledge base, we refer to Delgrande [22] . We note here, however, that Zhang and Zhou [93] defined a notion of weak forgetting based on postulates from their earlier work [92] . It amounts to using in Definition 5, which they called strong forgetting, the more liberal similarity relation M 1 ≡ P M 2 capturing that every formula not involving P has on M 1 and M 2 the same truth value. It allows to represent forget(KB, P) by the set Cn(KB) ∩ L ⧵{P} of all consequences of KB in which P does not occur, respectively by any (possibly finite) subset thereof; for strong forgetting, such a representation does not always exist.
Forgetting Individuals
Deliberately forgetting a person is a problem that may arise particularly in cases where this person did some harm to someone, and remembering him or her is painful. For
example, in ancient Egypt, the name of the heretic pharaoh Echnaton was erased from records years after his death; in German philosophy, a famous case is Martin Lampe, who had been a servant of Immanuel Kant for many years and was dismissed by Kant for personal misconducts. Kant expressed his struggle with effectively erasing Lampe from his memory by writing "Der Name Lampe muß nun völlig vergessen werden!" ("The name Lampe must be forgotten completely now!") in one of his little notebooks [89] . In logical knowledge bases, specific individuals in a domain of discourse are usually represented by constant symbols, which serve as "names" for individuals. Delgrande [21] proposed a technique to forget a constant symbol from the signature as follows.
Definition 6 (Forgetting Individuals
That is, forgetting is achieved by anynomization: it becomes opaque which individual has certain properties.
Example 14
Let KB = {student(John) ∨ student(Joe)∨ teacher(John)} ; then
Delgrande showed that the above definition is effective in the sense that all consequences of the original knowledge base that do not mention c are retained, and that no new consequences emerge; in technical terms, Cn � (forget(KB, c)) = { ∈ Cn (KB) | c does not occur in } , where Cn's subscript shows the signature used and � = ⧵ {c}.
As an alternative to Definition 6, one might think of the perhaps more natural replacement of c with a fresh constant symbol, which is easier to implement; e.g. that in Example 14 John is replaced by ′ xyz ′ . This may look sufficient to blur intuitive meaning that is typically associated with symbols in applications. Technically, the new knowledge base would be isomorphic to the old one, and the same erasure of sentences from the latter would happen. Experts easily recognize that this variant is just a skolemized form of Definition 6. However, fresh constants leave traces in the knowledge base, such that it may be more transparent what forgetting operations about individuals happened in the past.
Forgetting in Description Logics
So far, we have considered forgetting in the context of FOL in general. For specific applications and reasoning tasks, a number of fragments of FOL have been studied and dedicated formalisms were developed based on them. Perhaps the most widely known such formalism are description logics (DLs) [6] , which is a family of prominent languages for writing ontologies with a formal semantics; they are increasingly used because some of the standard recommendations of the World Wide Web consortium, which governs the development of the Web, for ontology languages are based on DLs. Technically, DLs amount to fragments of classical FOL with a special syntax, tailored for convenient representation of structured knowledge. The signature of a DL contains concepts (classes), roles (binary relations), and individuals (constants), and DL knowledge bases KB = ∪ consist of taxonomic axioms and factual assertions . The axioms in are of the form ⊑ , where and are concept expressions (which intuitively describe classes of individuals), while the assertions are facts about concept membership and role relationships between individuals. The most-widely known and "mother" of other DLs is ℒ , in which concept expressions can be formed using boolean connectives and role restrictions of the form ∀R.C and ∃R.C , which allow one to describe the classes of individuals x such that every (some) individual y fulfilling R(x, y) belongs to class C.
Example 15
The following DL knowledge base expresses knowledge on persons in general and on students in particular:
where the rightmost column shows translations of DL formulas to FOL formulas. Intuitively, the first axiom says that students are persons, and the second that for a person, each parent must be an adult. The assertion is self-explanatory.
The restricted DL syntax ensures (usually) decidability of reasoning, e.g. satisfiability and query answering ( KB ⊧ person(John) ) [6] .
Motivated by the need for efficient reasoning (which in expressive DLs may be difficult to achieve) and the desire to structure and decompose large knowledge bases into parts for modular use, forgetting from DL knowledge bases KB = ∪ has been widely studied (see e.g. [36, 50-52, 54, 55, 68-70, 76, 87, 95, 97] ). The bulk of work has focused
on different aspects: forgetting concepts, or roles from , and forgetting both concepts/roles from ∪ . Sometimes, forgetting is possible by a classic result due to Ackermann [1] , which customized for DL syntax is as follows. 16 The knowledge base KB = { student ⊑ person, person ⊑ ∀parent.adult , student(John) } from Example 15 satisfies the prerequisites of Proposition 9 for P = person ; therefore However, it is not obvious how to apply this for nested concepts/roles (e.g., parent, adult) in KB from Example 15. Rewriting the knowledge base may help; in the knowledge base of the example, we may rewrite the axiom person ⊑ ∀parent.adult to the equivalent axiom ∃parent − .person ⊑ adult , which intuitively says that anyone who is a parent of a person must be an adult. However, such an equivalence preserving rewriting may not be feasible in general, or lead outside a particular DL (in this case, outside ℒ ); and even if the technique would work for the FOL translation of a KB , the question would be how to translate the result back. Generalizations of such techniques can be found in Zhao and Schmidt [95] .
In general, forgetting in DLs is difficult because a syntactic result for forget(KB, P) that captures the semantic forgetting (based on model similarity) might not always exist in a specific DL (in fact, this applies to most of the classical DLs); this problem may be even undecidable, as e.g. for the DLs ℒ [52] and ℰℒ [11] . If forget(KB, P) exists and is expressible in the DL at hand, it yields a uniform interpolant 5 for all consequences from KB on the remainder signature. Deciding the existence of such an interpolant is, however, expensive in general; e.g., for taxonomic knowledge bases in ℒ and ℰℒ , respectively, it requires single and double exponential time, respectively, and a smallest uniform
interpolant occupies triple exponential space in both cases [69, 76] ; for several expressive DLs, decidability is unexplored (cf. [54] ). There are different approaches to overcome these problems, among them to extend the DL language (e.g., from ℒ to ℒ , [55] [54] , Botoeva et al. [11] for further discussion and background. Finally, several tools for forgetting from DL knowledge bases have been developed, among them one based on SCAN [77] , using skolemization and second-order quantifier elimination (see [2] ), Lethe [54] and the one by Ludwig and Konev [68] , which are based on resolution, and FAME [96] , which builds on the Ackermann-Lemma approach.
As of today, forgetting in DLs and the study of related problems (see Sect. 8) is a rich and active field of research; a detailed coverage of the subject, however, requires a dedicated survey and is beyond the scope of this article.
Forgetting in Answer Set Programming
We now leave KRR formalisms based on classical logic and turn to nonmonotonic formalisms. For such, work on forgetting (as of type 1) is rather scarce, and most studies have been devoted to rule-based formalisms, and in particular to nonmonotonic logic programs under different semantics; some seminal works are [4, 5, 49, 84, 94] . We concentrate in this article on programs under the answer set semantics. First, we give an overview on challenges that forgetting operations in this area have to deal with, and then point out an interesting connection between forgetting and reasoning from minimal models.
Challenges of Forgetting in ASP
For ASP programs, a number of different approaches to forgetting exist, and we refer to the recent paper by Leite [61] 1 3
for an excellent and comprehensive survey. Among the many proposals we find both syntactic operators like weak forgetting or strong forgetting Eiter and Wang [94] and semantic approaches like semantic weak/strong forgetting Eiter and Wang [28] or forgetting based on the monotonic core of answer set semantics [85] .
The nonmonotonic nature and the fact that syntax matters in formulating rules poses a big challenge to define forgetting for ASP. Answer sets have the particular property of supportedness, which means that for each atom p that is true in an answer set M, there must be some rule which is applicable and allows to derive p. In this way, M may be constructed starting from facts by repeated rule application. A simple syntactic operation that eliminates p from the rules may disrupt this derivability.
Example 17
To strongly forget student(sam) from the program listed in (1) on p. 4, a straightforward approach would be to omit all rules mentioning it, and restrict all other rules so as to not talking about student(sam):
Note that single(sam) is also lost, which means that no semantic similarity of answer sets of the form M ∼ p M � is warranted. Weak forgetting would omit all rules mentioning single(sam) resp. prevent mentioning it outside the scope of ' not ', and would remove the occurrences under ' not ' resp. regard them as true; in this example, weak and strong forgetting coincide.
An idea to overcome this is by defining the result of forgetting p from KB straight in terms of semantic similarity M ∼ p M � . However, due to the minimality of answer sets, it may be impossible to obtain any program for forget(KB, p) which captures semantic similarity: e.g., simply forget student(sam) from KB = {student(sam)} ; then by minimality, the only answer set of forget(KB, student(sam)) is M = � , which means that student(sam) is switched to false (note that we are dealing here with 2-valued "classical" models). A way out is to either switch to a richer syntax that allows for comparable models (e.g., nested logic programs), or to restrain the similar models such that a program exists, as in Eiter and Wang [28] .
Even then, one is left with another problem: the particular form of rules to express forget(KB, p) matters. In general, ASP programs KB and KB ′ may have the same answer sets, but after adding further rules, this may no longer hold; i.e., the substitution property, that we can replace KB by KB ′ in any context of other rules, does not hold. For example, KB = {pub ← thirsty, not sunday.} and KB � = {pub ← thirsty, weekend.} have the same answer set M = � ; but in
context of an additional fact thirsty, the answer sets are different, i.e., {pub} for KB , and ∅ for KB ′ . Note that there are also examples where KB and KB ′ have the same classical models (which is here not the case).
Programs KB and KB ′ enjoying the substitution property are called strongly equivalent, which amounts to equivalence in the nonclassical logic HT [63] . Its model-theory and consequence relation can thus serve as a basis for defining a forgetting operation that is robust with respect to strong equivalence; this has been attempted e.g. by Wong [ [85, 86] the benign property that the result of forgetting is easy to compute, and in fact by a program tranformation that adapts resolution-based forgetting in Definition 2 to answer set programs. Still, however, there is no canonical way of forgetting atoms from a logic program; this is somewhat similar to belief change, where also a plethora of operators have been proposed in the literature. In the vein of the AGM theory of belief change, properties respectively postulates have been proposed in order to guide the development and the assessment of approaches for forgetting. Wong [90] was the first to characterize an ASP forgetting operator in terms of postulates, while later Wang et al. [85] characterized their semantic forgetting in terms of postulates that Zhang and Zhou [92] had proposed in the context of modal logic (see Section 6) . Numerous further such postulates exist for ASP forgetting (cf. [38, 61] ), like the following ( Mod(⋯) stands here for the set of answer sets):
-Weak Equivalence:
For any KB , atom p and KB ′ not involving p, Notably, strong persistence is related to strong equivalence of programs, in that the same context KB ′ is considered before and after the forgetting operation. It has been introduced in Knorr and Alferes [49] as a generalization of
Mod(forget(KB, p)) ⊆ Mod ⧵{p} (KB)

Mod(KB) = Mod(KB � ) implies Mod(forget(KB, p))
Consequence Persistence, which results as the special case KB � = � . While desirable, it turns out that strong persistence is not always possible to achieve, as Gonçalves et al. [39] showed on the following example. Given the program one cannot forget p, q from KB and expect all semantic relations between a and b to prevail. If we attempt e.g. to let forget(KB, {p, q}) = {a ← not b. , b ← not a.} , then we have for KB � = {a ← b. , b ← a.} that KB ∪ KB � has some answer set that contains a and b, while forget(KB, {p, q}) ∪ KB � has no answer set. By considering different additions KB ′ and the presence resp. absence of certain answer sets for KB ∪ KB � , one can argue that no program forget(KB, {p, q}) is possible that would satisfy the condition of Strong Persistence.
Current research questions are when is strong persistence achievable, and which weaker notions of persistence would be helpful. Moreover, algorithms and implementations for forgetting in ASP programs with the desired properties are needed.
Minimal Model Reasoning and Forgetting
There is broad agreement that for programs without default negation, the semantics should be given in terms of its minimal models, that is, the models M of KB (viewed as a classical knowledge base) such that no model M ′ ⊂ M of KB exists; hence, inference of a formula is tantamount to inference of from the circumscription of KB [74] ; In fact, every answer set of an arbitrary program KB (with negation allowed) is a minimal model of KB . Thus, minimal models are at the heart of ASP, and negation serves as a mechanism to select more plausible ones.
An interesting connection between minimal models and forgetting was found by Lang et al. [60] , which links the latter to reasoning from minimal models. Let us denote by This result is intuitively explained by the fact that KB ⊧ min holds iff for each positive clause = p 1 ∨ ⋯ ∨ p k , the knowledge base KB ∪ {¬p 1 , … , ¬p k } has a model M only As mentioned above, the entailment KB ⊧ min amounts to inference of from the circumscription of KB [74] ; more precisely, it is the inference CIRC(KB;P, Q, Z) ⊧ in the circumscription framework where P are all variables and Q, Z are empty ("global circumscription"). Lang et al. [60] showed also how to express any inference CIRC(KB;P;Q;Z) ⊧ in terms of an entailment KB ⊧ forgetLit(KB � , L � ) , where KB ′ results from KB by forgetting some literals. Thus, forgetting can serve as a computational tool that allows one to reduce circumscription easily to classical inference without the need for expensive operations such as satisfiability or minimality tests.
On the other hand, deciding KB ⊧ min is harder than propositional inference, and is complete for the class p 2 = co-NP NP of the polynomial hierarchy [27] . By complexity-theoretic considerations, we may thus not expect to construct a formula for forgetLit(KB ∪ { }, L − ) in polynomial time; moreover, a small (polynomial) size formula for forgetLit(KB ∪ { }, L − ) is unlikely to exist; this can be derived from results about the succinctness of circumscription [18] .
Forgetting in Modal Logic
We end our tour through forgetting in different KRR formalisms with a look at modal logics. Among its many incarnations, in particular the modal logic S5 is prominent as a basic
logic of knowledge (cf. [31] ). Semantically, the meaning of formulas in S5 can be described by special Kripke models of the form M = (W, R, , w) , where W is a set of possible worlds, R is a binary transition relation R(w, w � ) between possible worlds w and w ′ , assigns each possible world w ∈ W a model, i.e., a value assignment (w) over an underlying set of propositional variables, and w is the actual world. In S5, R is universal, i.e., from every world w any world w ′ can be reached (including w itself), and each possible world w can be identified with (w) ; thus one writes simply M = (W, w) . The semantics of S5 is captured by modal logic axiom schemes, which are used by calculi for this logic.
Baral and Zhang [7] defined forgetting from knowledge bases in modal logic S5 as a special form of update. In their approach, the idea is to exploit the power of knowledge and to interpret forgetting a formula from a knowledge base KB as making the agent ignorant about . To this end, forget(KB, ) is realized by updating KB with the formula ¬K ∧ ¬K¬ : after this update, the agent would neither know nor ¬ . Furthermore, by basic logical properties s/ he will be aware of that, as K(¬K ∧ ¬K¬ ) holds.
The update may not always be realized by a simple syntactic operation, such as by variable elimination in the classical propositional setting. ) is the conjunction of the formulas in KB where guilty is replaced by ⊤ (resp., ⊥ ), we obtain a knowledge base that is equivalent to the formula inflagranti → justice . However, the latter is not a consequence of KB ; this is in contrast to the intuition that forgetting is a semantic weakening and thus should not lead to new consequences. Even worse, if we forget guilty from the extended knowledge base KB � = KB ∪ {¬justice} , which is satisfiable, then forget(KB � , guilty) is inconsistent! 
as follows from ( [7] , Proposition. 7). For the belief revision aficionados, this update resembles an AGM contraction where countermodels are added in order to construct remainder sets for partial meet contraction [3] . = "the i-th digit of the code is j"; for this, one cane use a similar procedure as for single boolean variables. -Multi-agent versions of forgetting: this is a group version for becoming ignorant and should involve prior common knowledge followed by some sort of collective memory loss.
They showed that besides variable elimination (cf. Example 19) two further construction methods for forgetting in classic propositional logic discussed by Lang et al. [60] fail in modal logics, namely, to compute the strongest consequence not mentioning p, and the strongest formula on similar models, i.e., on {M | M ∼ p M � , M � ∈ Mod(KB)} , respectively. Instead, the authors modeled forgetting as an event or action Fg(p) in a dynamic epistemic logic. Intuitively, the formula [Fg(p)] expresses that holds after forgetting p. The agent moves to parallel worlds where s/he can not distinguish p from ¬p . They considered introspective forgetting (i.e., K(¬K ∧ ¬K¬ ) ), and explored the relation to unawareness forgetting. Notably, also a sound and complete axiomatization of the logic has been provided by Ditmarsch et al. [24] .
Zhang and Zhou [92] observed that the approaches by Baral and Zhang [7] and van Ditmarsch et al. [24] have weaknesses and do not yield intuitive results in certain cases. In their work, they made two major contributions in order to adress these weaknesses: (1) to consider a more fine-grained notion of similarity between models than van Ditmarsch et al. [24] did, and (2) to present a set of postulates that any reasonable forgetting operator should satisfy in the spirit of the AGM theory for belief change [3] .
As for 1), the similarity relation w 2 ) , then w 1 and w 2 coincide modulo V, and for every w * 1 ∈ W 1 there is some w * 2 ∈ W 2 that coincides with it modulo V and vice versa. The ordinary notion of bisimilarity, which results for V = � , is a well-known condition for models that are inseparable by formulas in modal logic. This leads then to an elegant semantic definition of knowledge forgetting.
Definition 7 (Modal logic forgetting; [92] ) For any propositional modal-logic knowledge base KB and set V of variables, It appeared that this definition comes with nice properties: first, for finite KB the result of forgetting always exists, i.e., there is some modal formula whose S5-models are Mod(forget(KB), V) ; moreover, such (of possibly double exponential size) can be constructed using an algorithm in Ghilardi et al. [37] . Second, if KB consists only of objective (modal-free) formulas, then is objective as well. That is, this knowledge forgetting properly generalizes forgetting in classical propositional logic. Third, that forgetting is syntax independent, i.e., whenever KB and and KB ′ are logically equivalent (in S5), then also forget(KB) and forget(KB � ) are logically equivalent.
As for 2), Zhang and Zhou presented the following four postulates for forgetting V from KB , where IR(KB, V) means that some knowledge base KB ′ logically equivalent to KB exists in which no variable from V occurs:
Informally, (W) expresses that forgetting should weaken the knowledge base, and (PP) and (NP) that consequences that do not mention any of the forgotten variables remain unaffected; finally, (IR) states that forgetting has a syntactical representation on the reduced signature.
The main result of Zhang and Zhou is then that these postulates capture knowledge forgetting. [92] For any modal logic knowledge bases KB , KB ′ and set V of variables, KB ′ expresses
Proposition 11
Mod(forget(KB), V) = {M | ∃M � ∈ Mod(KB), M ↔ V M � }. (W) KB ⊧ forget(KB, V) (weakening) (PP) if KB ⊧ and IR( , V), then forget(KB, V) ⊧ (positive persistence) (PP) if KB ̸ ⊧ and IR( , V), then forget(KB, V) ̸ ⊧ (negative persistence) (IR) IR(forget(KB, V), V) (irrelevance)
Mod(forget(KB, V)) iff forget(KB, V) ∶= KB � fulfills (W), (PP), (NP), and (IR) iff KB
′ is logically equivalent to
Furthermore, it has been shown that knowledge forgetting as in Definition 7 enjoys several further properties of variable forgetting from classical logic bases. Like the one in Baral and Zhang [7] , it can be used to define updates of modal-logic knowledge bases, and it has been applied to model games with bounded memory.
Furthermore, knowledge forgetting as in Definition 7, which amounts to existential bisimulation quantification, has been recently extended to the multi-modal setting [32] . The authors have also shown how for a variable p, forget(KB, p) can be constructed by simple literal elimination from a canonical form of KB . In this way, they managed to show that the result of forgetting exists for a range of multi-modal logics, viz. K n , D n , T n , K45 n , KD45 n , and S5 n , where n is the number of agents.
Related Notions
In this section, we consider some concepts and notions that are closely related to forgetting; some of them have already appeared in more or less explicit form in the previous sections.
Relevance.
As we have discussed in the Introduction, forgetting is a means to reduce information, based on different motivations. In most cases, the operation aims to drop information that is not relevant for a specific application. It is thus suggestive to consider the notion of irrelevance a bit closer in the context of forgetting.
From a logical point of view, a set V of variables is relevant for a propositional knowledge base KB , if in every knowledge base KB ′ that is logically equivalent to KB , some variable from V must occur in some formula of KB ′ ; this is equivalent to the definition that KB has some prime implicate that mentions some variable from V [58] , and coincides with other notions like influenceability ( [12] cf. [60] ). Now recall that the result of forget(KB, V) can be described by a knowledge base in which no variable from V occurs. Semantically, forgetting V from KB strives for indifference w.r.t. V, which is achieved by adding to the models of KB all ∼ V -similar models. No such addition is necessary if every such model is a model of KB -and in this case, KB and forget(KB, V) coincide. In fact, the following property holds.
Proposition 12 (Irrelevance as Forgetting; [60]) Given a propositional knowledge base KB and a set V of variables, V is not relevant for KB if and only if KB is logically equivalent to forget(KB, V).
This notion of irrelevance may be adjusted to particular usages of knowledge bases. If e.g. a knowledge base serves to find answers to a query, then the irrelevance of variables can be contextualized: a set of variables V is irrelevant for a knowledge base KB with respect to a query q, if KB ⊧ q holds if and only if forget(KB, p) ⊧ q holds. This naturally extends then to a set or class Q of queries.
Example 21
Recall that for the KB = {red_wine∨ white_wine, fish → white_wine, beef → red_wine} from Example 3, forgetting the variable fish yields the knowledge b a s e forget(KB, fish) = {red_wine ∨ white_wine, beef → red_wine} . Thus, fish is irrelevant e.g. for the query whether to drink white_wine , but not whether fish should go with white wine, i.e. fish → white_wine , which was dropped from KB.
We remark that the relation in Proposition 12 does not carry over to forgetting facts from FOL knowledge bases; this is because a fact P( ) may not occur in KB and thus is literally not relevant for KB , as student(John) for KB = {∀x.student(x)} in Example 12. Thus, relevance requires a more careful consideration in this setting.
Independence. The above notion of relevance is in fact the dual of independence: A propositional knowledge base KB is independent of a set V of variables, if there exists some knowledge base KB ′ that is logically equivalent to KB in which no variable from V occurs. In other words, KB is independent of V iff V is irrelevant for KB.
Semantically, this means that independence holds iff forgetting V from KB does not introduce any new models; that is, Mod(KB) is closed under similar models: whenever M is a model of KB and M � ∼ V M holds, then M ′ is also a model of KB.
An analogous characterization of independence (resp. relevance) in terms of forgetting holds in the more general setting of forgetting literals (cf. [60] ). Conversely, forgetting literals L can be also characterized in terms of independence, similarly as in Lin [64] for variables: Here, Lit-independent from L means that there is some logically equivalent knowledge base in which no literal from L occurs, and logically strongest means that for every KB ′′ with this property, KB ′ ⊧ KB ′′ holds.
Example 22 Let us consider the knowledge base
By Proposition 13, we obtain forgetLit(KB, {caviar}) = {red_wine ∨ white_wine, happy} . Indeed, KB is {caviar} -independent, as it does not occur positively in KB . Furthermore, KB logically entails happy and red_wine ∨ white_wine , but neither red_wine nor white_wine ; thus forget(KB, {caviar}) is as described.
Based on this characterization, we obtain the following properties Proposition 14 (Independence and Forgetting; [60] Uniform Interpolation. A further approach to forgetting is possible via interpolation, which deals with sentences "in between" a sentence and consequence of the latter. The following theorem is a classic result on this issue.
Theorem 1 (Interpolation Lemma by [19] ), For every sentences ≢ ⊤ and ≢ ⊥ in FOL such that ⊧ , there exists some sentence on the joint signature of and , such that ⊧ and ⊧ .
Interpolation can thus be exploited to eliminate part of the signature from a knowledge base KB such that a reduced knowledge base entails a query faithfully; Fig. 2 illustrates this on a simple example: for the entailment of the query q = ¬rain ∨ danger , we can obtain the reduced knowledge base KB ′ by forgetting road_wet. For a set respectively class Q of queries, a uniform interpolant may be chosen, which is an interpolant for every query in Q. In particular, if Q consists of all sentences that do not mention a predicate symbol P that should be forgotten, a uniform interpolant for Q is a candidate representation of forget(KB, P) ; in case the latter exists (i.e., an FOL sentence exists that captures the class {M | ∃M � ∈ Mod(KB), M ∼ P M � } of models), then uniform interpolants exist as well and any strongest such represents forget(KB, P) faithfully. Unfortunately, the existence of uniform interpolants does not ensure that semantic forget(KB, P) exists in general. Therefore uniform interpolants provide an approximation of forget(KB, P) in general; for answering queries over the reduced signature, this approximation is in fact exact.
Finding uniform interpolants is thus an attractive approach for forgetting in the context of classical FOL which has been extensively exploited (e.g. in description logics, [51] , started a systematic investigation of languages to express uniform interpolants for different query classes Q). The notion is intimately related to inseparability and conservative extensions of logical theories; we refer to Lutz and Wolter [69] , Botoeva et al. [11] for further information and a broad discussion of the subject.
For nonmonotonic KR formalisms, there is much less work on uniform interpolation. Gabbay et al. [34] considered Equilibrium Logic, which is a logical view of ASP as a nonmonotonic version of the nonclassical logic HT [78] , and they characterized projective ASP equivalence of Eiter et al. [29] as inseparability via interpolation. Moreover, they exploited results on forgetting facts in ASP [28] to show a uniform interpolation property for facts and conjunctions of literals. Wang et al. [86] later generalized this to all formulas in ASP. More recently, Delgrande and Wang [23] defined a consequence-based notion of forgetting propositional variables V from an ASP program. In their approach, the result of forget(KB, V) is a uniform interpolant for all consequences of KB that do not involve any variable from V; furthermore, they gave an algorithm for constructing such an interpolant. It remains to be seen, however, to what extent these results can be extended to non-propositional programs.
Finally, as for modal logics, the knowledge forgetting of Zhang and Zhou [92] in Definition 7 amounts to existential bisimulation quantification. Any logic that is closed under the elimination of this quantification has the interpolation property, and for several modal logics, this was known [32] ; the authors have extended this to the range of multimodal logics K n , D n , T n , K45 n , KD45 n , and S5 n .
Applications in KRR
In this section, we briefly report on some ways of using forgetting in order to solve various problems in the field of knowledge representation and reasoning. Our report should give an impression on the manifold of applications and thus provide evidence for the relevance of the subject. It is partly based on [54, 60, 61] , but by no means covers the different usages of forgetting and the literature exhaustively.
Query Answering. Forgetting and/or independence properties have been widely used to optimize query answering from knowledge bases, for different purposes. To remove redundancy, query answering can be limited to consider formulas independent from a set V of variables. These variables are forgotten from the formulas respectively, while consequences that are independent of V are preserved. The same method is used in the FOL context or dedicated fragments like description logics, where predicates (respectively, concepts and/or roles) are forgotten in order to reduce the knowledge base to a relevant part for query answering; this may be done offline based on the characteristics of the online queries, computing e.g. interpolants (see Sect. 7).
It is worth pointing out that besides for deduction, forgetting is also useful for abduction and explanation finding, as needed e.g. in diagnostic reasoning. To this end, explanations for observations on a system are formed using abnormality assumptions on the non-working of components in the system. Then all but abnormality is forgotten, and the broken (i.e., abnormal) components are distilled out as an explanation. For example, a formula = switch_on ∧ ¬ab bulb → light may express that there is light if the switch is on and the bulb of a lamp is ok. If we observe the switch is on but the light is off, a broken bulb is a possible explanation; it results by forget({ , switch_on , ¬light}, {switch_on , light} = {ab bulb }.
Knowledge Base Engineering.
In fact, the decomposition technique may also be utilized at an abstract level of knowledge engineering in order to structure large or complex knowledge bases. The latter are decomposed into thematic sub-KBs (e.g., geographic aspects, events in a city, public transport), and parts that are irrelevant for a specific task are forgotten. In the analysis of ontologies, restricted views are computed that use only a limited set of symbols of current interest. Hidden relations between concepts and individuals are then made explicit (cf. [51] ), which aids in clarifying relations among predicates respectively propositions. Furthermore, applying changes to an ontology can effect undesired new entailments regarding already defined concepts. The new entailments in the common signature of two ontologies are referred to as their logical difference [50] . This logical difference can easily be computed by checking for entailment of the axioms of the respective uniform interpolants that implement forgetting (cf. [68] and the discussion of interpolation in Sect. 7). For an application, only a part ′ ⊆ of the KB signature may be relevant. Uniform interpolants can be used to extract small subsets of ontologies, as modules, for reusing them in specialized contexts; we refer to Botoeva et al. [11] and references therein for more details. When multiple users access an ontology, protecting confidential information is critical [40] . A possible solution to this problem is to let users share a uniform interpolant of the original ontology, in which confidential concepts and relations have been eliminated. Summarising these different applications, forgetting is an important method for knowledge engineering in order to provide views on knowledge bases, by respecting relevance of and interest in information.
Belief Revision and Knowledge Base Update.
A general form of knowledge base update, resp. belief change, can be performed by using forgetting operations. In order to update a (propositional) knowledge base KB with a formula , one can proceed in three steps as follows:
(1) first, relevant variables V for the update of KB by are determined; (2) then all variables in V are forgotten from KB , resulting in KB � = forget(KB, V); (3) finally, is added to KB ′ to obtain the result upd(KB, ) = KB � ∪ { }.
The only problem which remains here is how to determine V. Weber [88] proposed to collect in V all variables that occur in some minimal disagreement set between KB and , where a disagreement set is any set D of variables on which some model M of KB and some model M ′ of disagree, i.e.,
We illustrate this in the following example.
Example 23 Consider KB = {rain, rain → road_wet} . We want to update KB with = ¬road_wet.The single minimal disagreement set according to Weber [88] here is D = {road_wet} , which results for M = {rain, road_wet} and M � = {rain} . Forgetting V = D leads to so that we obtain upd(KB, ) = {rain, ¬road_wet} in the end. Informally, what has happened here is that the formula rain → road_wet has been given up in order to arrive at a satisfiable knowledge base.
One may ask how this three-step approach compares to the AGM framework [3] , and whether in particular the AGM axioms for belief revision would be satisfied. In fact, the technique to first remove conflicts, which is achieved by the steps (1) and (2) , and then adding the update formula in step (3) is very much in the spirit of the Levi identity from AGM, which defines revision in terms of contraction and expansion [35] . In general, forgetting all relevant variables would be quite a drastic form of belief contraction according to the contraction principles of AGM theory, and thus one may expect that Weber's operator does not satisfy the AGM revision postulates; this is indeed the case because it is not complying with the minimal change paradigm in AGM theory; for more details, cf. [46] .
Notably, further belief update operators from the literature can be the characterized by the three-step method from above, such as the modified PMA (MPMA) approach [25] and equivalent approaches (see [42] ). While the latter do not satisfy the AGM postulates either, they satisfy the postulates of Katsuno and Mendelzon [45] , which aim to capture the essence of a world change as opposed to a belief change. The fact that forgetting variables V from a knowledge base KB boils down to forgetting V from each model of KB individually matches a similar KM-postulate for update suggesting that the three-step approach to belief update from above is in fact better suited for the KM framework. Indeed, a respective update operator by Zhang and Zhou [92] for modallogic knowledge bases, which is based on their knowledge
forgetting for Step 2 and generalizes the MPMA approach, satisfies the KM postulates. The latter holds also for the belief update approach by Baral and Zhang [7] , which generalizes the PMA approach. In this context, it might be even more rewarding to compare forgetting operators to erasure operations which have also been considered in Katsuno and Mendelzon [45] as counterparts to update operations. Inconsistency Tolerance. Inconsistencies occur if too much information is available, also containing conflicts and contradictions. A suggestive way to remedy this problem is to reduce information by forgetting. Restoring consistency is deeply related to revision and update, e.g., [41] calls this operation consolidation; in the databases and KRR communities, it is called a repair (cf. [9] We remark that intuitively, the weakest sufficient condition is an explanation for , based on KB ; rewritten to disjunctive normal form 1 ∨ ⋯ ∨ m , each disjunct i is a (stronger) explanation for as well; in particular, is the weakest explanation that is formed by disjunction of the strongest such explanations in terms of Ockham's Razor.
We illustrate this approach by an example from Su et al. [83] .
Example 24
Consider the following knowledge base, which represents information about message sending and acknowledgement betwen two agents Alice and Bob:
Suppose the observables of the agents are From the knowledge base and their observables, the agents can conclude information that they have not observed. For instance, Alice knows Bob_recv_msg if Alice_recv_ack holds by chaining rules. Then, a sufficient condition for Alice to know Bob_recv_msg would be Alice_recv_ack , and this is indeed the weakest sufficient condition for this knowledge, given KB.
Thus from her observations, Alice can get to know Bob_recv_msg only by receiving Bob's acknowledgement. Similarly, Alice can know Bob_send_ack only by receiving the acknowledgement.
As to Bob's knowledge, he knows Alice_send_msg if Bob_recv_msg holds, and by the knowledge base, the latter must necessarily hold to conclude Alice_send_msg . Indeed, the only way Bob gets to know Alice_send_msg is that he receives Alice's message, so this is the strongest necessary condition.
Finally, Bob does not know Alice_recv_ack , and Alice obtains her view on Bob's knowledge by computing all she knows about Bob's observations, using the knowledge base. Now suppose we want to find out whether Alice knows Bob_recv_msg in state s = {Alice_recv_ack} , i.e., does (KB, s) ⊧ K A Bob_recv_msg hold? We have Since Alice_recv_ack is true in s, we obtain that K A Bob_recv_msg holds.
Reasoning about Actions and Planning.
Cognitive robotics is another application domain of forgetting, e.g., for determining cause-effect relationships. Fluents "independent" of taking an action can be forgotten, when the effects of this action are to be determined. By a reverse analysis, one can single out actions that are relevant for achieving a certain change, or effect. Progressing a database means one forgets about the initial state, resp. its state description [66] . Liu and Lakemeyer [67] applied the notion of forgetting in the situation calculus, obtaining some interesting results about the FOL-definability and computability of progression for local-effect actions; more on forgetting in the situation calculus can be found, e.g., in Rajaratnam et al. [81] . A kind of abstraction is considered by Erdem and Ferraris [30] when forgetting actions in planning.
Discussion and Conclusion
In the previous sections, we have surveyed forgetting in different formalisms for knowledge representation and reasoning, ranging from classical logic to dedicated languages and to extensions. We have also briefly touched some notions closely related to forgetting, and we have considered different usages of forgetting as a tool for problem solving. This and the rich, continuously growing literature on forgetting provides evidence that forgetting is an important topic in KRR.
On the other hand, the survey also shows that there is no generally accepted precise definition of forgetting; many interpretations and implementations are possible. The most common ones are viewing forgetting as "becoming unaware", or as "becoming ignorant"; but also abstraction may be regarded as a type of forgetting. As a general purpose definition of forgetting seems elusive, a natural question is whether for certain types of forgetting, definitions are possible at an abstract level, such that properties and results established for the notions are inherited by concrete KRR formalisms as instances; in such a view, also a better understanding of the notion of forgetting across different formalisms may be gained.
An important contribution in this direction is the recent work by Delgrande [21, 22] , who considered forgetting as losing the ability to express, or represent, information about the domain, rather than losing information about a domain per se. He proposed an abstract framework based on logics that have signatures and languages L of formulas over them, and are equipped with a Tarskian consequence relation Cn(KB) and models Mod(KB) for a knowledge base (set of formulas) KB in L . For example, classical propositional logic, FOL, modal logic S4, DLs, but also ASP fit this framework.
Forgetting a part ′ ⊆ of the signature from a knowledge base KB over amounts to keep the consequences that are on ⧵ ′ , i.e., do not mention any symbol in ′ . This is called knowledge level forgetting, formally defined as and has the following syntactical properties (i.e., with respect to the consequence relation): In particular, (i) states that no new consequences can emerge, and (ii) that the syntactic form of the knowlege base does not matter. Item (iii) states that the result of forgetting is deductively closed, while (iv) says that one can forget stepwise in arbitrary order. Finally (v) ensures that all consequences on the reduced signature are faithfully preserved.
The previous proposition is complemented by the following semantic properties: As shown by Delgrande [21, 22] , a number of proposals for forgetting in various KR formalisms fit this framework; we highly recommend [22] as an excellent and deeper study of forgetting approaches for logic-based knowledge bases.
Some of the results on forgetting for these formalisms (e.g., essential aspects of relationships) may be understood better in the abstract view. Furthermore, the link to uniform interpolation becomes more apparent: any finite representation KB � = forget(KB, � ) for forgetting, possibly in an enriched language, would be a uniform interpolant for forget(KB, � ) . It remains to be seen how far the knowledge level forgetting framework can be applied, and which novel, interesting properties may be obtained at the abstract level.
Since there is no unifying definition of forgetting covering at least its most important aspects, we are far from having an established theory of forgetting. Many further issues need to be addressed. First and maybe most crucial, how to decide what to forget? The cognitive aspects of forgetting are important for agents, dealing both with unaware and deliberate notions of forgetting. Understanding the duality between forgetting and remembrance is particularly important here. On the technical side, we need algorithms and implementations. For this, finding representations of forgetting would be helpful, answering the question whether a finite characterization of forget(KB, � ) exists. Moreover, more work is needed to identify inexpensive fragments of KR formalisms such as decomposable negation normal form, DNNF, for propositional formulas [20] ; note that in this context prime-implicate based computation of forgetting appeared to be expensive [64] . Moreover, software tools that support users in forgetting have to be provided.
Furthermore, connections from forgetting to other operations like filtering, i.e., applying domain-specific relevance, must be elaborated in more detail. Understanding forgetting vs. change is particularly interesting. In this survey, we have considered contraction of belief (e.g., in the AGM framework) as a form of deliberate forgetting. Delgrande [21] has pointed out that at the knowledge level, forgetting a fact in predicate logic is not meaningful in general, as this is not expressible in terms of a subsignature ′ ⊆ that should be forgotten. As an example, after forgetting student(John) still ∃x.(x = John ∧ student(x)) would hold, which logically implies student(John) . Delgrande thus recommended to view student(John) as assertion, and do belief contraction. Since contraction is closely related to revision in the AGM framework, relating forgetting to belief change embeds forgetting operations into a more general change scenario where forgetting is part of more comprehensive operations. This may shed some light on the questions why something should be forgotten, and what purposes forgetting is to serve. We have addressed these questions in some places throughout this survey by recalling suitable approaches. However, further work towards a general theory of (all aspects of) forgetting is needed.
